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Abstract Many excited nucleon states (N∗s) predicted by quark models, but
not observed in piN channels, are expected to couple strongly to kaon–hyperon
(KY ) channels. While in the last decade data have been published for KY
photoproduction off the proton, data off the neutron are scarce. In this paper
we present preliminary results for the polarization observables P , Cx, and Cz
for the reaction γd → K0Λ(p), where (p) denotes the spectator proton. The
observables cover photon energies, Eγ , between 0.9 GeV and 2.6 GeV and kaon
center-of-mass angles, cosθCMK0 , between −0.9 and 1. The data were collected
in experiment E06-103 (g13) with the CLAS detector at the Thomas Jefferson
National Accelerator Facility using a circularly-polarized photon beam and
an unpolarized liquid deuterium target. We also discuss the effect of neutron
binding on the observables. Our study is part of a broader effort by the g13
group to provide cross sections and polarization observables for meson photo-
production off the neutron and is expected to have a significant impact on the
N∗ research.
1 Introduction
Mapping the excited nucleon (N∗) spectrum plays a crucial role in understand-
ing the underlying degrees of freedom in Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD).
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2 Colin Gleason et al.
Recently, there has been significant interest in the study of strangeness photo-
production, specifically with KΛ and KΣ final states. This is because many
N∗ states above 1800 MeV are predicted to have significant branching ratios
into strangeness channels while the piN photocoupling is significantly smaller
[1], [2]. The majority of strangeness photoproduction data come from free pro-
ton targets (see References [3], [4], and [5] for recent examples). Since N∗ states
have different photocouplings to protons and neutrons, it is expected that ex-
perimental observables, such as cross sections and polarization observables,
from neutron targets will provide new information about poorly established
N∗ states above 1800 MeV.
Recently, the CLAS Collaboration has published the differential cross sec-
tion of the γd→ K0Λ(p) reaction [6]. When these cross sections are included
in the data fitted by the partial-wave analysis (PWA) of the Bonn–Gatchina
group, two possible solutions are found [6]. Both solutions describe the cross-
section data for K0Λ, and also for K+Σ−, production reasonably well. Data
for the polarization observables of the reaction γd→ K0Λ(p) should be able to
resolve the ambiguity between the two solutions, or will lead to a new solution.
The cross section for pseudoscalar meson photoproduction with circularly-
polarized photon beam incident on unpolarized target can be expressed as
dσ
dΩ
= σ0[1− α cos θxPcircCx + α cos θyP − α cos θzPcircCz], (1)
where σ0 is the unpolarized cross section, Pcirc is the degree of circular po-
larization of the photon beam, α = 0.642 is the self–analyzing power of Λ,
P is the induced polarization of the Λ, and Cx,z are the double polarization
observables that measure the polarization transfer from the photon to the Λ
[7]. Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the reaction γn → K0Λ and the
definition of coordinate axes. The incoming photon and the target nucleon in-
teract to produce the final-state particles K0 and Λ, which we reconstruct by
detecting their decay products, pi+pi− and ppi−, respectivley. The angles θx,
θy, and θz are the decay angles of the proton in the Λ rest frame with respect
to the x, y, and z axis, respectively. The objective of this work is to extract
Cx, Cz, and P for the reaction γd→ K0Λ(p).
2 Experiment
The data for this work were collected in Hall B of the Thomas Jefferson
National Accelerator Facility (Jefferson Lab) as part of experiment E06-103
(g13) [8]. The g13 run was divided into two run groups: g13a, which used a
circularly-polarized photon beam, and g13b, which used a linearly-polarized
photon beam. Data for this analysis were taken during the g13a running where
the circularly-polarized photon beam was incident upon a liquid deuterium tar-
get. The photon beam was created in the Hall-B photon tagging system [9] by
the beam of electrons that was delivered by the Continuous Electron Beam
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Fig. 1 A schematic diagram of the reference frame and the choice of coordinate axes used
in this work. We consider the elementary process γn→ K0Λ., where the neutron is bound
in the deuteron. The proton angle, θ, is determined in the Λ rest frame as the angle between
the proton 3-vector and a coordinate axis. In the text, we use the labels θx, θy , and θz to
denote the three possible angles.
Accelerator Facility (CEBAF)[10]. Approximately 20 billion events were col-
lected during the g13a run group. The CEBAF Large Acceptance Spectrome-
ter (CLAS) was used to detect multiple-charged-particle final states of nuclear
reactions generated by the photon beam. A complete description of CLAS is
given in [11]. For the g13a experiment, the trigger required charged tracks in
two of the six CLAS sectors resulting in an event rate of 10kHz with a dead
time of ≈15% [7]. This trigger condition was chosen to reduce accidental hits
while enhancing final states with charged-particles.
3 Reaction Selection
The strange particles in the final state of the reaction γd → K0Λ(p), the
K0 and Λ, decay before they traverse through CLAS and, thus, cannot be
measured directly. We make use of the K0 decay into a pi+pi− pair and of
the Λ decay into a ppi− to reconstruct the four-momentum vectors of the K0
and the Λ. These decay products, pi+pi−ppi−, are detected and identified using
their speed and momentum as measured by CLAS. The photon that initiated
the reaction was determined by means of the difference between the time
when the photon arrives at the reaction vertex and the time when the fastest
final-state particle detected in the CLAS was created at the vertex, known as
coincidence time. The fastest particle was chosen because none of the detected
decay products originated from the event vertex. CEBAF delivered electrons
in bunches every 2.004 ns, while the trigger window for digitizing data by the
CLAS electronics was about 30 ns wide in the g13 experiment. This resulted
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Fig. 2 Event distributions over the invariant mass of the pi+pi− system (left) and the ppi−
system (right). One can clearly see the K0 peak (left) and the Λ peak (right). Each peak
was fit with a Gaussian and the range of ±4σ from the mean was used to select events with
a K0 and a Λ.
in an average of about 20 reconstructed tagged photons per triggered event
(event) that could have initiated the reaction. An event was selected for further
analysis if only one photon in that event was within a coincidence time window
of ±1 ns.
The K0 and Λ were reconstructed by means of the invariant mass of the
pi+pi−, M(pi+pi−), and ppi−, M(ppi−), respectively. Figure 2 shows the event
distributions over the invariant mass of the K0 (left) and Λ (right), M(pi+pi−)
and M(ppi−), respectively. Events within ±4σ of the mean of each fitted Gaus-
sian were selected. Due to the fact that the K0 peak in the M(pi+pi−) distribu-
tion has long tails, this relatively broad selection allows us to keep for further
analysis nearly all good K0 candidates.
The quasi-free reaction γn → K0Λ, where n is bound in the deuteron, is
identified using the momentum of the final-state spectator proton. Since it
does not take part in the quasi-free process, the spectator proton in the final
state is expected to have a momentum equal to its Fermi momentum. Thus,
the momentum distribution of the final-state spectator protons in the reaction
γd→ K0Λ(p) should be consistent with the Fermi momentum distribution of a
nucleon bound in the deuteron. Studies performed with simulated data, where
the spectator proton momentum is generated using the Paris potential, show
that spectator momentum is indeed consistent with the Fermi momentum of
a bound nucleon [12]. Since this proton is not detected, i.e., is “missing,”
its momentum is referred to as “missing” momentum. For each event, the
missing momentum is reconstructed from the measured momenta using four-
momentum conservation. We denote the magnitude of the missing 3-vector
as pX . The quasi-free reaction was then identified by selecting events with
pX < 0.2 GeV/c. This cut eliminates most of the K
0Λp events produced in
a more complex scattering, where the quasi-free mechanism was followed by
final-state interactions, such as Λ or K0 re-scattering off the proton.
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The final selection of good events makes use of the mass of the missing
final state, MX , in the reaction γd→ K0ΛX, where MX is defined as
MX =
√
(p˜γ + p˜d − p˜K0 − p˜Λ)2, (2)
where p˜γ , p˜d, p˜K0 , p˜Λ are the four momenta of the photon, deuteron tar-
get, K0, and Λ, respectively. Only events within the mass range of 0.90–0.98
GeV/c2 were kept for further analysis (see Section 4.1 for further discussion).
4 Extraction of Observables
4.1 Background Subtraction
The application of the selection criteria described in the previous section yields
a reduced data sample (referred to as the total sample). This total sample
contains a large fraction of signal events and a smaller fraction of background
events. The total sample was binned in (W, cos θCMK0 ). Here W denotes the
total energy in the center of mass of the K0Λ system and cos θCMK0 denotes
the K0 polar angle in the same system. Below we describe the procedure of
extracting background-free observables from the total sample for each kine-
matic bin. The total sample contains events that pass all the selection criteria
described above.
There are two types of background events that remain in the sample. The
first type contains ppi+pi−pi− events uncorrelated with K0Λ production. These
events form a smooth background underneath the K0 and the Λ peaks in
the invariant-mass distributions. Our studies show that this background is
not polarized. The second type contains events from the photoproduction of
higher-mass hyperons that decay into a final state containing a Λ. An example
is K0Σ0 production that is followed by a Σ0 decay into a Λγ. Here, the Λ is
indistinguishable from the Λ in K0Λ production. For each kinematic bin, the
amount of these background events in the data sample is quantified by fits to
the MX distribution.
The background-subtraction method used here is based on a 2016 CLAS
Analysis Note for studying final-state interactions in the reaction γd→ K+Λn
[13]. For each kinematic bin, a set of total observables, PT , CTx , and C
T
z , is
simultaneously extracted from the total data sample by means of the maximum
log-likelihood method (see Sec. 4.2). Each total observable is then corrected
using signal-to-background ratios determined by fits to the MX distribution
for each kinematic bin. Simulation data (a Geant 3 simulation of CLAS [14])
were used to determine the shape of the background in the MX distributions.
A complete discussion of the simulations and a derivation of the background-
free observables Cx, Cz, and P in the reaction γd → K0Λ(p) are given in
[15].
The signal-to-background ratios for each background channel were deter-
mined by fitting the sum of the simulated background MX distributions and a
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Fig. 3 An example of the fit and scaling to MX . The solid red line shows the total fit to the
data, the pink histogram is the scaled ppi−pi+pi− distribution, the green histogram is the
scaled K0Σ0 distribution, and the black and violet histograms are the scaled higher-mass
channels. The black vertical lines indicate the division of the MX range into regions for the
purpose of background estimates (see text for more details).
double-Gaussian distribution (modeling the signal) to the real-data MX distri-
bution for each kinematic bin. The MX fits yielded the normalization factors
needed to scale the simulated backgrounds in order to reproduce the amount
of background in real data. Figure 3 shows an example fit to MX . The solid
red line shows the total fit to the data, the pink distribution is the scaled
unpolarized ppi+pi−pi− background, the green distribution is the scaled K0Σ0
background, and the black distribution represents the scaled higher-mass chan-
nels.
The three vertical black lines divideMX into two regions: a signal-dominated
region, Region 1, which covers the range between the left and the middle black
line, and a background-dominated region, Region 2, which covers the range
between the middle and the right black line. The background-free observ-
able, OS (S stands for signal), is calculated by using ratios of signal yield to
polarized-background yield, rBi , and to unpolarized-background yield, r
unpol
i ,
OS =
rB1 O
T
2 − rB2 OT1
rB1 − rB2 − rB1 runpol2 + runpol1 rB2
, (3)
where i = 1 or 2 labels the region [13].
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4.2 Maximum Log-Likelihood Method
The observables CTx , C
T
z , and P
T were simultaneously extracted using a max-
imum likelihood estimator. For each event i, the likelihood function, L(x, y, z),
is expressed as
L±i (x, y, z) = 1± a cos θx,i ± b cos θz,i + c cos θy,i, (4)
where θx,y,z are the decay angles of the proton in the Λ rest frame with respect
to the x, y, and z axes and + or − denotes the helicity of the photon beam.
The best solution for the parameters a, b, and c is the set that maximizes the
log of the likelihood function:
log L =
N+∑
i=1
log(L+i ) +
N−∑
i=1
log(L−i ), (5)
where N+ and N− denote the number of events obtained with photons of
positive and negative helicity, respectively, in the total sample. The observables
are then derived from the parameters a, b, and c as
CTx =
a
αPcirc
, CTz =
b
αPcirc
, PT =
c
α
, (6)
where Pcirc is the degree of circular polarization and α is the self–analyzing
power of the Λ. In this estimator, it is assumed that the polarization observ-
ables do not depend on the detector acceptance. This assumption, which may
lead to a systematic bias in the final value of the observable, was studied ex-
tensively with simulated data and realistic polarized cross sections [15]. The
results show that the detector acceptance has a very weak effect and only on
the observable P . This small bias is included in the systematic uncertainty
[15].
5 Preliminary Results
5.1 Observables as Functions of W
The observables were extracted for 16 W bins and 14 cos θCMK0 bins. Figures 4,
5, and 6 show preliminary estimates of Cx, Cz, and P as a function of W for the
14 cos θCMK0 bins. At backward angles, Cx is close to 0. For 0.0 < cos θ
CM
K0 < 0.8,
Cx gradually rises at low energies, peaks around W ≈ 1.9 GeV, then gradually
decreases at the highest energies. Above cos θCMK0 of 0.8, Cx is fairly constant
throughout all W bins.
One interesting, and unpredicted, feature of the experimentally obtained
Cz in γp → K+Λ, was that it was large and close to 1 over all kinematics
[3]. This means that the Λ was fully polarized along the z–axis. This feature,
when further examined by the Bonn-Gatchina PWA group, showed that the
large polarization is due to an intermediate P13 N
∗ state, later known as the
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Fig. 4 Preliminary results for Cx as a function of W for different cos θCMK0 bins. The error
bars show statistical uncertainties only.
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Fig. 5 Preliminary results for Cz as a function of W for different cos θCMK0 bins. The error
bars show statistical uncertainties only.
N(1900) 32
+
[16]. At forward angles (above cos θCMK0 of 0.6), the K
0Λ data
show features similar to those of K+Λ data, i.e., Cz is close to 1 and does not
drastically change as a function of W . However, at backward angles, this is
not the case throughout all W bins.
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√
m2n + 2mnEγ for the 14 different cos θ
CM
K0
bins. The
error bars show statistical uncertainties only.
Like Cx, P is generally close to 0 and has some notable features around
W ≈ 2 GeV. At backward angles, P starts out negative at low W then grad-
ually increases to become large and positive at high W . At mid and slightly
forward angles, P has a local maximum at W ≈ 1.9 GeV. For the most forward
angles, P is fairly constant and close to 0.
Another interesting correlation is the energy dependence of the quantity
R =
√
C2x + C
2
z + P
2, which can be interpreted as the magnitude of the Λ
polarization for a 100% circularly-polarized photon beam. A value of R = 1
means that the outgoing Λ hyperons are fully polarized. Figure 7 shows R
averaged over all cos θCMK0 for each W bin. Throughout the lowest W bins,
R is consistent with 1. One W bin has a polarization larger that 1, but the
statistical and the systemic uncertainties (not included in this plot) allow for
this to happen. At higher W bins, R drops down to 0.8. This is different
than what was observed in the free-proton data, where R = 1 for nearly all
kinematic bins [3].
Figures 4–7 show only the statistical uncertainties of the observables. The
total systematic uncertainty is bin dependent and is ≤ 0.075 for Cx, ≤ 0.120
for Cz, and ≤ 0.099 for P . The major source of systematic uncertainty for all
observables is the background subtraction method, including uncertainties in
the simulation, such as detector resolution and background shapes. The selec-
tion of specific analysis cuts, such as missing-momentum cut, fiducial cuts, and
K0 and Λ invariant mass cuts, are another source of systematic uncertainty.
A full treatment of the systematic uncertainties is given in Reference [15].
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5.2 Dependence on Neutron Momentum
We are interested in polarization observables for photoproduction off the free
neutron, however our data are obtained for a quasi-free production, which
means the neutron is not free but bound with the proton to make the deuteron.
The fact that the neutron has non-zero momentum and is bound can have
some effect on the extracted polarization observables. by The dependence of
the observables on missing momentum within the selection range of < 0.2
GeV/c can be studied looking at the observables as a function of neutron
momentum. If the observables are constant over the quasi-free selection range
(or a subrange), then they should accurately represent what would be seen
with a free neutron target. If the observables are not constant over the quasi-
free range, then it may be possible to extrapolate to the “free” neutron point of
|pneutron| = 0 GeV/c by fitting the functional dependence of each observable
on |pneutron|.
Figure 8 shows Cx (blue), Cz (red), and P (green), integrated over all W
and cos θCMK0 , as a function of neutron momentum. Each observable is fit with
a first-order polynomial. Our results suggest a weak dependence of Cx and
Cz with neutron momentum, whereas P seems to be independent of neutron
momentum. Within the uncertainties of the fit parameters, Cx has a slope
consistent within 2σ with 0, Cz within 3σ with 0, and P within one σ with
0. These results suggest that the cut of 0.2 GeV/c on the missing momen-
tum may not have a large effect overall on the observables. Of course, the
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Fig. 8 Cx (blue), Cz (red), and P (green), integrated over all W and cos θCMK0 , as a function
of neutron momentum. Each observable is fit with a first-order polynomial. The error bars
show statistical uncertainties only.
neutron-momentum dependence of each observable needs to be verified for
each kinematic bin before any conclusive statement can be made.
5.3 Legendre Polynomial Fits
One way to learn more from our results is to perform Legendre polynomial
fits to the observables O = O dσdΩ [17]. While this is by far not as rigorous as
a PWA, it enables one to determine the highest dominant partial wave. The
expansions of Cx, Cz, and P that will be fit here are
Cx = ρ
2Lmax+1∑
k=1
(aL)
Cx
k P
1
k (cos θ), (7)
Cz = ρ
2Lmax+1∑
k=0
(aL)
Cz
k P
0
k (cos θ), (8)
P = ρ
2Lmax∑
k=1
(aL)
P
k P
1
k (cos θ), (9)
where ρ = pq is a phase-space factor (p and q denote the center-of-mass mo-
menta of the γ and K0, respectively), (aL)
O
k are energy-dependent expansion
coefficients, and P ik(cos θ) are the associated Legendre polynomials without
the Condon-Shortley phase. The highest dominant partial wave component
can be found by finding which Lmax yields χ
2 → 1.
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The fits to our data show that for W < 2 GeV, the highest dominant
partial wave contributing to Cx is of Lmax = 1. In this mass range, there are
the ? ? N(1880) 12
+
and ? ? ? N(1900) 32
+
that are predicted to decay into KΛ
states. It is worth mentioning that the N(1900) 32
+
was promoted to a ? ? ?
state based on polarization data for γp→ K+Λ [3]. Above 2 GeV, Cx ≈ 0 for
all bins, so it is hard to determine the dominant contribution in this W range.
Cz has a dominant partial wave of Lmax = 2 for nearly all kinematic bins.
There are many states in the range of 1600–2200 GeV: ? ? ? ? N(1675) 52
−
, ?
? ? N(1700) 32
−
, ? ? ? N(1875) 32
−
, ? ?N(2120) 32
−
. Two states of particular
interest and history for γn→ K0Λ are the ???N(1875) 32
−
and ??N(2120) 32
−
[18].
P has a dominant partial wave of Lmax = 1 for all W bins. This is likely
due to P being small throughout most kinematic bins.
6 Summary
Polarization observables for exclusive photoproduction of strange final states,
such as KΛ, are important to study N∗ states in the mass range above 1800
MeV/c2. While good amount of data exists for K+Λ photoproduction off the
proton, data for K0Λ production off the neutron are scarce. A PWA fit to the
differential cross section of γd→ K0Λ(p) yielded two solutions that described
the data well. Including polarization observables in this fit could either resolve
the ambiguity between the two solutions or provide new results.
This work presents the first-ever estimates of Cx, Cz, and P for photo-
production of K0Λ off the bound neutron by measuring the reaction γd →
K0Λ(p). Our data cover a range of W between 1.65 GeV and 2.35 GeV and a
range of cos θCMK0 between −0.9 and 1. While the overall features of the kine-
matical dependences of the observables are very similar to those observed for
KΛ photoproduction off the proton, there are some notable diferences. At mid
center-of-mass angles, Cx shows a clear peak around W = 1.9 GeV and is not
consistent with 0 at these kinematics. There are kinematics where Cz is not
consistent with 1 – at backward center-of-mass angles Cz decreases from 1 to
0 as W increases. Additionally, R 6= 1 for W between 2 GeV and 2.2 GeV.
Eventually, the results of this work will be fit in a PWA. The PWA fits
of the Bonn-Gatchina group to the previously published K0Λ cross sections
did not show any evidence for new N∗ states. While it is too early to discuss
whether or not the polarization observables presented here will do so, they
should be able to provide additional constraints to current N∗ amplitudes.
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